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1) Time Out UK ranked this as the 10th best flavor of La Croix, with one review saying it 
didn’t do much for them. A track of this name closes Yaeji’s EP 2. That song is a cover of 
an earlier 2017 song that states “you got issues that I won't mention for now / cause we’re 
falling apart”. That song’s chorus notes “Passive with the things you say / passing up on my old 
ways”. For 10 points name this type of fruit that titles a song on Drake’s More Life. 
ANSWER: Passionfruit 
 
2) Pitchfork named one of this artist’s songs the 100th best song of 2016. That song 
opens, “nobody knows the me that you do” and has a chorus that asks “one more 
chance baby give me a kiss”. This artist included cyric characters in several of the tracks 
of his debut album, including “Benz Truck”. This artist gained a following through Youtube 
with tracks like “White Wine”. Sadly this artist’s debut album “Come Over When You're Sober 
Part One” will never see a part two released. For 10 points, name this emo-rap pioneer who 
died of a drug overdose in 2017. 
ANSWER: Lil Peep 
 
3) An artist with this first name made the track Limorance on the acclaimed 2017 ambient 
compilation Mono No Aware. That artist with this first name also released the 2017 album 
Experiencing the Deposit of Faith. In Bank account 21 Savage raps that he spent $7500 
on a jacket by  a design of this first name. That designer of this first name replaced 
Christian Dior at that man’s fashion house as head designer and also owned a priceless art 
collection. This was the first name of the French surrealist painter with surname Tanguy and an 
avant garde painter who created a shade of international blue. For 10 points, name this shared 
first name of painter Klein and designer Saint Laurent. 
ANSWER: Yves 
 
4) The deceased Adrian Guerra’s vocals were used on a 2017 album with this property. 
That album with this property is Bell Witch’s Mirror Reaper. Jim O’Rourke’s album The 
Visitor has this unusual property. The album Dopesmoker by Sleep as this unusual 
property. Feedbacker and Flood by Boris also are intended to have this property, though 
some versions disrupt it. Jethro Tull’s Thick as a Brick album was also intended to have this 
property, though during the era of the LP this property was not actually allowed due to the need 
to flip the record. For 10 points, name this tracklist-related property of albums with ambitious 
length. 
ANSWER: albums with One long song 
 
5) In St. Vincent’s music video for New York, Annie pets the heads of one of these 
animals to make it calm down. One of these animals partially titles a Can song that was 
sampled for the beat of Kanye West’s Drunk and Hot Girls. A band named for these 
animals featured ultra violent lyrics on their earlier 1980s albums like Cop, including the 
track Raping a Slave, and is also known for their amusingly titled live album Public Castration 



is a Good Idea. That band named for these animals may be better known to newer listeners for 
a 30 minute track about Toussaint L'Ouverture, and albums like My Father will Guide me up a 
rope to the sky and the glowing man. For 10 points, name this type of bird that titles a Michael 
Gira fronted band known for The Seer and To Be Kind. 
ANSWER: Swans  
 
6) In a song by this band, the singer describes being hit in the head with a piano, a 
harmonica, and a saxophone, while his partner just tells him to get up. This band 
included the songs GoGo Jenny and Wondering on their 2017 album with features a pink 
Arabic character on a blue background on its cover. This band which released the album 
Dear God I Hate Myself is named after a Chinese film. In 2017 this band released Forget, a 
follow up to their 2016 cover album of songs from Twin Peaks. For 10 points, name this 
industrial noise pop band with a repetitive name. 
ANSWER: Xiu Xiu 
 
7) In the track “Weakness” Margo Price sings that sometimes she feels like this person 
and sometimes she feels like James Dean. Three Worlds is an interpretive dance piece 
debuted in 2017 by choreographer Wayne Mcgregor and composer Max Richter which was 
based on the works of this person. Modest Mouse got its named from a line in this writer’s story 
“The Mark on the Wall”. The Smith’s song Shakespears Sister is inspired by a concept 
formulated by this writer. For 10 points, name this subject of Waves by Princeton and To the 
Lighthouse by Patrick Wolf. 
ANSWER: Virginia Woolf 
 
8) A song by an artist with this last name closes with a childhood clip of this artist’s 
deceased sister singing the alphabet song over triumphant synths. That album by an 
artist with this surname features the Paul McCartney penned song Bird in a Cage and the 
opener Ring a Ring of Roses. That singer of this last name is also an actress who plays 
Kirsten Dunst’s character's sister in Melancholia and plays the older version of the title 
character in Lars von Trier’s Nymphomaniac. That woman with this surname released the 2017 
album Rest and is the the daughter of the most famous french Chanson singer ever, who made 
the album Histoire de Melody Nelson. For 10 points, give this surname of Serge and Charlotte, 
whose name sounds the same as the english painter of the blue boy. 
ANSWER: Gainsbourg  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
9) The most famous song by noise rap group JPEGMAFIA is about this entity, about 
which they rap about performing a certain action “just because it's legal”. This entity can 
be heard over the end of Margo Price’s song “All American Made”. Tim Heidecker wrote a 
comedic song in 2016 suggesting a pilot should commit suicide to combat this entity. 
This entity is the subject of a YG song in which YG states “Just when I thought things 
couldn’t get any sicker / I wake up one morning to hear this red mother fucker talkin out the side 
of his neck”. Images of this entity are abound in Father John Misty’s video for Pure Comedy. For 
10 points, name this entity, the subject of Fiona Apples “Tiny Hands”. 
ANSWER: Donald Trump 
 
10) In a 2002 song, one of this type of person falls through a manhole on the street, and 
that song’s chorus states “she was alright because the sea was airtight she broke away”. 
Another song parenthetically named for this type of person notes “why’d you leave me? 
Because of my depression?” before mentioning “This pressure might go beneath the 
covers the cotton ceiling”. These type of people title Joanna Newsom’s fourth album, and 
Radiohead's second album is titled for a phenomenon experienced by these people. The 
Interpol song “Stella was this type of person and She was Always down” and the King Krule 
song “Midnight 01” both are marginally about, for 10 points, what type of people that might get 
the bends? 
ANSWER: Divers 
 
11) List TU: House and Land’s False True This. Holy Holy’s True This. Land of Talk’s 
Inner This. Marika Hackman’s My This Cindy. The Magnetics Fields ‘98 This’s Lies. 
Broken Social Scene’s Victim This. St. Vincent’s Young This. For 10 points this is the 
common subject of these songs, and a Paul simon song about 50 ways to Leave this type of 
person. 
ANSWER: Lover 
 
12) A song off the excellent neofolk/ambient album Yellow Fog Sword by Boring 
Bathtimes is named after one of these objects Centred in the Saltless Plains. A 2017 
Protomartyr named for one of these object features lyrics about defenestrating the rich. 
The anti-penultimate song on Thee Oh Sees’ Orc is named for one of these things used in 
my field of engineering. A movement of the 2000 post rock song “Storm” features a 
movement called Cancer these on Holy Road Hi Way”. That same band released a 2017 album 
titled for these things featuring the tracks Bosses Hang and Anthem for No State. For 10 points, 
name these buildings that title a 2017 Godspeed You Black Emperor album in which they are 
Luciferian. 
ANSWER: Tower 
 



13) Ambasse Bey is a type of dance-folk music from this country, whose most famous 
practitioner is Eboa Lotin. A non-Jay Som artist from this country originally wrote a 2017 
song about feeling small while riding the bus called The embers, and another about her 
adopted home of Minneapolis on her album Infinite Worlds. Vagabon is from this country, 
which borders Nigeria to its west, Chad and the CAR to its east and Equatorial Guinea and 
Republic of Congo to its south. For 10 points, name this country with capital at Yaounde. 
ANSWER: Cameroon 
 
14) In a 2017 song by a band of this genre, the singer imagines taking a stroll with David 
Foster Wallace and surfing with Robert Wilson. That song is from the album The Weather 
Diaries. A 2017 self titled album by a band in this genre features the tracks Slomo, Sugar 
for the Pill, and Go Get It. Nowhere and Souvlaki are 2/3s of a holy trinity of albums in this 
genre along with one with tracks like Only Shallow and When You Sleep. Ride and Slowdive are 
bands of this genre. For 10 points, name this genre of Loveless by My Bloody Valentine, named 
for the way its practitioners stared at their guitar boards while performing. 
ANSWER: Shoegaze 
 
15) This phrase titles a novel by the dedicatie of Thomas Pynchon's Gravity’s Rainbow in 
which a monkey demon haunts a man who recently returned to college. Richard Farina’s 
only novel is titled for this phrase. In a late 2016/early 2017 song, this phrase is followed 
by “They look up to me / I got fake people showing fake love to me”. For 10 points name this 
phrase that is the opening line of Drake’s Fake Love, which suggests a reversal of notions about 
vertical directions. 
ANSWER: I’ve Been Down So Long It Looks Like Up to Me 
 
16) A 2017 album by noise rock band Gnod is titled Just Say No to the Psycho Right 
Wing Capitalist Fascist This word Death Machine. Pitchfork recently declared Godflesh’s 
album Post Self the best of This type of metal album of 2017. Throbbing Gristle’s 20 Jazz 
Funk Greats is a misleading titled album that pioneered this type of music. Ministry and 
Rammestin are usually consider this type of metal. The most famous creator of music described 
by this term released albums like Pretty Hate Machine and The Downward Spiral in this style. 
For 10 points, name this genre practiced by Nine Inch Nails, a type of heavy electronic music 
named for its mechanistic inspirations.  
ANSWER: Industrial 
 
17) A christian pop sing of this first name released what many consider to be the 
worst/funniest album cover ever on this /mu/core essential album By Request Only. A 
2017 album named after a person of this name features a skit about how Trump’s wall will 
make it harder to party with cute Mexican girls and also contains the latin dance track 
“Zambose in San Jose”. The most recent album by Destroyer has this name. A 28 track G-funk 
album of this name was released in 2017 by Lil B. For 10 points, give this name of Barbie’s 
boyfriend. 
ANSWER: Ken 



 
 
18) Heaven in Your Arms is a Japanese metal band named after a song by this other 
band. In 2017 this band released the new album The Dusk in Us, and a live album in 
which they played their most famous album from 16 years earlier. This band showed a 
series of ellipsing moons on the cover of their album All we Love We Leave Behind. This 
band opened their 2009 album Axe to Fall with the banger Dark Horse. For 10 points, name this 
metal band known for their album Jane Doe, probably the most critically acclaimed metalcore 
band ever. 
ANSWER: Converge 
 
19) In the The World Is A Beautiful Place and I Am No Longer Afraid to Die track Marine 
Tigers, the singer proclaims There’s nothing wrong with Jose / there’s nothing wrong 
with This name. An artist of this first named opened for Sufjan Stevens on his Carrie and 
Lowell Tour. That man with this first name showed a headless man levitating on the 
cover of his 2017 album Aromanticism. For 10 points, give this first name of the alt-soul singer 
with surname Sumney, a name he shares with a biblical guy who saw a burning bush.  
ANSWER: Moses 
 
20) A singer from this nation sings ‘You were the love of the brought me closer to 
heaven’ on her track the Arrow and the Aim, from her 2017 album Preservation. Another 
artists from this nation produced the 2017 album containing “Imagining My Man”, Party. 
Nadia Reid and Aldous Harding are both singer songwriters from this country, which is 
also home to an artists who recently had one of her songs remixed to feature Khalid, Post 
Malone, and SZA. That artist from here had one of her albums recently hung up in the Louvre 
as a joke about one of her lyrics. For 10 points, name this home country of the creator of the 
albums Pure Heroine and Melodrama, Lorde. 
ANSWER: New Zealand 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


